
 

 New IMT 12000 with Dominator III service body on New Kenworth T370

 Service Cranes
  

  
  

 Status:

Make Model Ton Rating Boom Length Stock Number Serial Number

IMT 12000 with
Dominator III
service body

6 30 BM-4146 -

Engine HP Transmission Suspension Miles Hours

PACCAR PX-7 - Allison
Automatic

Air Ride - -

  
IMT 12000 Telescopic Crane The IMT 12000 telescopic crane has a maximum capacity of 12,000 lb (5443 kg) and features
a maximum vertical reach of 31' 5" (9.6 m). Standard features 30 ft (9.1m) of boom reach Penta Boom™ design Fully
proportional “pistol grip” radio remote control Flip sheave boom tip Increased capacity 60 ft/min (.30 m/sec) planetary
winch Boom angle -10 to +80 degrees Patent-pending hook stow Specifications Crane Rating: 81,000 ft-lb Max. Horizontal
Reach w/flip sheave up: 24' 9" (7.3 m) or 30' 11" (9.1 m) Maximum Lift Capacity: 12,000 lb (5443.1 kg) Operating Weight: 2610
lb (1183.8 kg) or 2720 lb (1233.7 kg) IMT Dominator® III mechanics truck body The IMT Dominator® III body was enhanced
to meet the needs of customers who require more lifting capacity. The weight of the Dominator III has been reduced by
more than 500 pounds, making it significantly lighter than previous models, while maintaining stability and providing extra
lift performance in critical work zones. Standard features Enhanced strength and stability for higher crane load Patent-
pending energy-absorbing boom support Multiplex electrical system with programmable logic Rear access package
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(continued from prior page)

Energy-absorbing boom support Specifications Body Rating: 81,000 ft-lb Sidepack Height: 52"-60" (132.8-152.4 cm) Body
Width: 96" Compartment Storage Capacity: 159.7 ft³-201 ft³ Body Weight: 4090-4806 lb
  

  
  
  
  

Price is Ex Works
Sales Tax: Not included
FET: Not Included

Terms: 15% Non-Refundable Deposit up front w/ balance due upon completion. Quote valid for 30 days, subject to prior sale.
CraneWorks makes no claims with regard to roadability or permit requirements associated with the operation of this
equipment. It is the owner’s responsibility to verify that the purchased equipment meets local, state, and federal regulations. 

NOTE: If roadability is of concern, CraneWorks will provide a weight study from the manufacturer, but we cannot guarantee its
accuracy.
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